We aim to classify IVR data (Interactive Voice Response) and provide a detailed summary of the methods and techniques we employed to create a classifier model of reasonably high accuracy. This model is built to process large datasets of customer grievance lines (in IVR form converted to text), clustering and classifying these lines as accurately as possible. Here machine learning algorithms have been used to build text classifier models, in both supervised and unsupervised approaches on IVR datasets, and their labels have been checked for accuracy. Documentation of the methods applied gives insight into how best we can extract meaningful information and perform classification. By ensuring optimization in the classification of large datasets, resources like time, money and human effort are saved in the long run, and the data is more purposeful.
Introduction
We need no convincing that data organization is the need of the hour [1] . The advantages of having data classified optimally are ever growing, with every passing hour. Analysis and classification is used even to aid in decision making and optimizing time and resources allocated [2] . In the service provider industry it is essential to identify the shortcomings of programs in their policies or in implementation. With the advancement in the services industry, it is much easier for end users to send their queries as audio (Interactive Voice Response) clips with a fixed time limit (up to 15 seconds long). This may be considered preferable than typing a lengthy message to explain their concern. From the service provider's perspective, it would be useful to categorize the queries, to understand the trends as well as make predictions. Rather than manually labelling (i.e. classifying the purpose/ intent of the conversation to a certain category) the entire dataset it would be to beneficial to have the process automated while keeping the efficiency optimal [5] [6] [8] . We can make use of open source libraries provide their programs available to the public, making it easy to implement different approaches, tweak function parameters and run machine learning algorithms on the datasets, to build text processing models of high accuracy.
Background Information
The data we have used is from the datalogs of a leading service provider. The data previously in IVR format is converted from speech to text format for easy analysis. The datasets we are observing are users' queries converted to the text format (by speech to text conversion tools). For purpose of measuring accuracy of models built (in both supervised and unsupervised approaches) a large dataset was manually tagged. Some samples lines are shown here along with their labels. Account-suspended-gethelp Table1. Sample lines with their labels By 'tagging' or labelling the lines, the entire dataset will become understandable and much value can be inferred from the datasets. For huge datasets, the IVR lines will take too long to manually tag and can be a cumbersome process. For building a supervised machine learning model, we may need to tag enough lines to build an efficient model, because the model needs to have a good dataset to train on, so that it can best identify similar entries in future tests. However, in the unsupervised scenario, we will not need a dataset to train the model. By building an unsupervised model, we will eliminate the need to manually tag a huge dataset of entries (which would have been needed as a one-time prerequisite for supervised model building). Our approach has been to first build an unsupervised machine learning model and test its accuracy with another dataset which is already tagged, so as to evaluate both the model's efficiency and how the different processes employed in building the unsupervised model contribute to the accuracy rating of the model.
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Data pre-processing
Pre-processing of the data includes data-cleaning, or noise removal. It means that we need to optimize the data to ensure that un-necessary markers in the dataset are not picked up by the model, either for training or for testing. First we must remove or mask content in the dataset that are not relevant to our purpose. This content includes locations, geographical regions, names of vendors, products, product models, profanity, numbers, date, currency, family relation (ie. Sister, brother, father.,etc), company contact designation (i.e supervisor, manager, executive, agent).
Thereafter, the open source libraries for Natural Language Processing are imported. The open source library NLTK (Natural Language Tool Kit) has a list of words called 'stopwords' which include words not required to be picked up by the model for training or testing. A few words in the list include: "all", "should", "being", "once", "off".,etc The list contains around 150 words and can be extended as per user's convenience.
Supervised machine learning approach
We shall build a supervised model (using a labelled dataset for training) and evaluate its accuracy with another dataset for noting its accuracy. Generally supervised machine learning models yield results that are more accurate, vis-à-vis unsupervised machine learning models. Before we begin explaining the approaches employed, it is essential to know the datasets employed, i.e. their size, the number of lines, the number of unique 'labels' or tags present in them.
File size
Number of unique tags
Number of records in the files 3MB 131 19735 Table2. Brief description of the training dataset used Our training dataset may be considered large enough to train the model well, since it contains reasonable number of lines to ensure good coverage of all categories [4] . It is generally not advised to use datasets of small size to train the model as they will act as outliers, i.e. exceptions. Even if other datasets yield a sufficiently good accuracy rating for the model, training or testing the model using small datasets may have adverse consequences, for example: getting a poor rating. Even if the model is trained using a small dataset, the rating will not be optimal when tested with other datasets. Model accuracy was noted at 96.4% (see Fig.1 Number of clusters fixed at 500(a random value, to begin with the process). 6. Each cluster now needs to be labelled, and already contains the label that was manually assigned from the tagging process (let us use them here to check the accuracy of the clustering). For each cluster, let us identify the manual tag that has occurred majority number of times in that cluster, and let us assign that tag to all elements in the cluster. Then all the tags with labels matching their manually assigned tags are given a flag value of 1 (indicating a match), those whose tags don't match their newly given labels are given a flag value of 0 (indicating a mismatch). We can check the accuracy of the model by the following formula: Model accuracy = number of records with label 1/ (total number of records) In the unsupervised approach we have merged the two files we used earlier (i.e. training data and test data in the supervised approach). So now we use a single dataset of size which is the combination of both the datasets added. Our aim now is to get a ratio of number of correct tags to all the records in the file. A high ratio would indicate that the model accuracy is also high. Let us observe the results for the dataset for clustering the records into 500 clusters for the dataset.
Model accuracy rating Execution time
Number of records 64.5% 19.9 seconds 27657 Table 3 . Model accuracy of approach A Snippet 2. Code snippet showing the unsupervised approach's model accuracy One suggestion for improving model accuracy could be to fix number of clusters needed to a value close to the actual number of tags that exist in the file. In our tests we fixed the 'k' value to 500, while the number of unique tags in the datasets were noted to be 131 (refer Table2). A related concept is 'silhouette analysis', where a entries of a given dataset are clustered into 'k' groups and a score is obtained based on how well the grouping has taken place, i.e an indicator of whether value of 'k' has ensured a good clustering [7] . If the entries are clustered well, i.e. if they can be easily placed into a fixed group, the 'score' for 'k' will be a higher value. Whereas on the other hand if we fix a very small number for 'k' value (for eg. Some value much lesser than number of labels existing in the dataset) some entries may seem to be a good match for more than 1 group, and the score for the 'k' value will be small. The graph illustrates the relation between number of clusters and the silhouette score. The silhouette score, also called the silhouette co-efficient cannot be taken as an absolute indicator of the optimal 'k' value for the K-Means clustering, as we shall observe. Here we can observe the silhouette score (or silhouette coefficient) for the various fixed number of clusters in each trial. In fig 1, the graph shows an increasing trend for the silhouette score as the number of clusters increases. We found that there are 131 unique tags in the dataset. But the silhouette clustering suggests that an ideal 'k' value would be some peak point between the range 175 to 200 clusters (since high Silhouette score, i.e. peak on the graph implies optimal value of clusters). We observe no definite uniqueness for the silhouette score for the range 125-150 clusters. One would expect a unique high score around 131 clusters (given that the manual tagging informs us of this as the optimal value).
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To get a further insight into the clustering, let us observe the silhouette plot for number of clusters to be made fixed at value of 120, 140 and 160, plotted for each line with their silhouette scores. These three values of 'k' (i.e. 160, 140 and 120) were chosen because of their proximity to 131 (the number obtained as the optimal 'k' by manual labelling of the datasets). The silhouette analysis for the clustering was obtained by using open source library for Python language called Matplotlib. For every line of the dataset, the lines of similar cluster have the same colour and are grouped together. The horizontal value of the line represents the score of that line's clustering (i.e a score of how good the line matches the cluster). A low score indicates that the line may be a good match for more than one cluster. The horizontal value of the line represents the score for the individual line's clustering. We note that some lines have a score of 1, meaning that they are a perfect match for the cluster. We notice from the clustering in Fig 2 below that cluster number 3 seems to have large number of lines belonging in that category compared to other smaller clusters. In group 3 itself, we notice large number of lines having scores close to zero, indicating that the clustering was done poorly. This indicates that it not be efficient to divide the dataset into 120 clusters. Similarly in Fig 3 and Fig 4 below , we notice a single group having large number of lines belonging to that group, and many lines in the group have score near zero. The score or 'silhouette coefficient' is along the X axis.
In Fig 2,3 and 4 , we also observe that certain clusters have high scores but the number of lines in them are too few, indicated by their height on the vertical axis of the graphs. At the same time, a single group or few have most number of lines in them, but very low scores. 
Conclusion
1) It was found that unsupervised approaches to build text models did not yield accurate enough results for IVR data. Unless more NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques are available that can be used with IVR data, we will have to only use supervised models to build efficient text classifier models. Supervised models on the other hand are found to be more efficient.
2) The silhouette analysis did not indicate the ideal value for number of clusters for grouping the data, and did not relate to the grouping of data(as observed from the number of manual tags assigned and the trend of increasing silhouette score as the number of clusters increased).
Limitations
Building a model of very high accuracy and efficiency in an unsupervised environment is very challenging because of a variety of reasons: the data may not be pre-processed enough or the model is not able to identify and extract the relevant features, due to language dependencies or other issues.
For best results it is advised to follow a supervised approach to build an efficient model, unless models of similar or better accuracy can be built with an unsupervised approach. Currently available NLP tools do not support building high accuracy text processing models with unsupervised approaches. One drawback in the supervised approach is that the model needs to be trained before it can accurately identify the required features. For this purpose it is essential to have large datasets that are tagged and labelled for the model to be trained on. This is a time consuming and exhausting process, apart from the possibility of manual error in tagging. In our analysis we assume that manual tagging is error-free.
Future scope
With the evolution of Natural Processing Language (NLP) tools with time, it is expected that we can integrate machine learning systems with almost every gadget in use to support our day-to-day tasks [3] . In our system, we could classify the given IVR content into a predefined category. Further, we could take a certain action or decision based on what category it is classified into. Consider integrating our model with a textto-speech recognition system and we can obtain an interesting product: a hands-free talkback assistant. This product can have a wide variety of utilities, for eg. a full time helpline system to connect people in distress to law enforcement agencies, to automate replies, to schedule actions, to issue instructions in critical scenarios.,etc Moreover, since it is expected that with time, advanced processors will be available that are cheaper, and more efficient, the reaction or response time of automated systems will be further shortened and operational costs minimized [9] [10].
